
Winner of the 2017 Gordon Harris Online Watercolour Competition
Skirting by Jacky Pearson

The judges’ comments: “Jacky achieves impact, light and dark areas, 
especially the light streaming in on the woolshed workers. She works 
in an original manner. Her theme is representative of New Zealand 
life. The washes looked perfect.” 
Jacky writes: “What a wonderful surprise to receive this award. Thank 
you Gordon Harris for your continuing support. This painting was 
part of a series of seven paintings on shearing for my recent Solo at 
Alfred Memelink’s Art Space Gallery in Petone. The idea came when 
I was teaching at Wallingford Station last year. A shearing gang 

turned up and allowed us to sketch and photograph them through 
the whole process. Wallingford House and station in South Hawkes 
Bay, owned by the Ormond family for 150 years and recently sold to 
a local vet, is paradise for the painter. We were planning to paint the 
historic wool shed and it was a treat to see it in action. The shearing 
gang was marvellous to watch and happy about being watched. The 
girl in the red t-shirt stood out due to a shaft of light from a skylight 
throwing her into chiaroscuro, adding to the drama. The painting is 
about her hair capturing the light but also about hard work.”
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Maurice Middleditch

Congratulations to Carolyn Judge

Tui Sunset by Carolyn Judge

Carolyn with 
her painting
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CATEGORIES:
Oil • Acrylic • Pastel • Watercolour • Drawing: Pen, 
Pen and Ink, Pencil, Conté, Charcoal or Coloured 
Pencils

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
There is no limit in size for this competition. The age 

limit will be from 15 to 100 years.
Artists must be New Zealand citizens or residents. 

Work is not eligible for entry if it has been exhibited in 
New Zealand previously or has received any awards, 
and must have been created in 2017. Only one artist per 
piece and only one piece per artist.

There will be one winner and one highly commended 
in each category. There will be one overall winner 
selected from the winners of each category.

There is a $10 entry fee. Entry fees and forms must be 
submitted before midnight on 30th JULY 2017. Photos 

of work must be submitted before midnight on 30th 
SEPTEMBER 2017. 

IMAGES REQUIRED FOR JUDGING
1 full shot of artwork
1 close up shot of artwork (detail)
1 from a distance (eg: on the wall)
1 of entrant with work

ENTRY FORM:
Entries can be completed via the form below or 

on http://thenzartist.co.nz/Competitions.html. Fill 
in the form, organise your $10 (NO cash please) and 
either post to The New Zealand Artist Magazine, 2363 
Whangarei Heads Road, RD4 Taurikura, Whangarei 
0174 OR email your entry to comp@thenzartist.co.nz 
and make a deposit into BNZ 02-0492-0142565-000 
using your name and ‘Cheeky’ as reference.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Category: ________________________________________________________________

Title: ____________________________________________________________________

Size: ____________________________________________________________________

Four photos attached/included: ___________

Tel: ____________________________Mobile: __________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Email: ___________________________________________________________________EN
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OVER $3000 IN PRIZES!
The subject of the competition is NEW ZEALAND ENVIRONMENT. The idea is that the artist will create a 

composition - from reference or from imagination, clearly defining the New Zealand environment and areas 
that need care and attention, eg: fauna, flora, sealife, mountains, etc - whatever falls under the category 

‘New Zealand Environment.’ The competition starts on the 1st MAY 2017 and closes at midnight on 30th 
SEPTEMBER 2017. Early entrants may be published in the interim magazines and the final results will be 

published in the November/December 2017 issue. For more information, please call 09 434 0096.

Maurice Middleditch Halfway Bay, Lake Wakatipu

The Old Man Range behind Arrowtown

Tara Hills near Omarama
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From the President

John Toft
President, Watercolour New Zealand Inc.

Carolyn’s painting Tui Sunset won the Raye Hannam trophy for best watercolour at the Auckland Easter 
2017 Show, the biggest art show in New Zealand. The judge’s comment: “It’s not often you see pink in a 
painting, but this works very well. The cool and warm colours are well balanced.”
Carolyn: “I practised watercolour for twelve years and then pressed the ‘reset’ button. I went back to 
basics with all new materials, using my knowledge, but taking a completely fresh approach. I work with 
spontaneity, painting with controlled looseness. I feel very proud to have won this prestigious trophy.”

Member Profile

The Path to Painting
Like Brian Baxter and Aston Greathead, Maurice Middleditch was 
a signwriter before he became a painter. For Maurice, work as a 
signwriter came to an end in the mid 1980s, not long after the advent 
of computer controlled plotters. ‘I never adapted very well to the 
computer age – I belong to the old school,’ he says.
Maurice gave up signwriting and got into painting large murals. 
Examples of his work can be seen at the Antarctic Centre in 
Christchurch and the Canterbury Museum. But computers, with 
their ability to print bigger and bigger enlargements of colour 
photographs, were soon to replace artists in this field as well.
Maurice had always painted as a sideline – he sold his paintings 
through Fishers in Christchurch – and in 1999 he moved to 
Bannockburn in Central Otago to paint landscapes full time. A look 
around his Aurum Gallery reveals that Maurice is an accomplished 
artist in both oils and acrylics but these days he mostly paints 
watercolours, a medium he describes as ‘infuriatingly frustrating 
to work with but enormously satisfying when they’re going well. So 
difficult and yet so rewarding all at the same time.’

Watercolour Beginnings
Maurice confesses that he took up watercolour painting for reasons 
of marital harmony. His wife Janette, whose good taste and eye for 
colour and design are everywhere apparent in their superb garden, 
was a lover of watercolour. ‘She who must be obeyed wanted me to 
take it on,’ he says, jokingly. In his early efforts, Maurice used the 
paint far too heavily. The turning point came when he stumbled 
across Adrienne Pavelka’s paintings. Maurice was struck by their 
simplicity, the colours and Adrienne’s all round skills with the 
medium. He promptly enrolled in her watercolour classes. Maurice 
credits Adrienne with setting him on the right track as a watercolour 
painter.

Chasing the Light
And watercolour was the perfect medium for capturing the fleeting 
effects of light and atmosphere Maurice likes to paint. He recalls that 
Douglas Badcock used to say ‘Knowing where to go is only part of 
it, but knowing when to go can be everything.’ When the scene is 
flooded with sunlight through the middle of the day, says Maurice, 
you can’t do much with it, but in the early morning or in the late 
afternoon and early evening the light on the hillsides of Central 
Otago can be stunning. The problem is that the light is changing 
while you’re looking at it and, in some cases, in five or ten minutes 
that light is gone. ‘People say “Why do you paint from photographs?”’ 
says Maurice. ‘When the light is changing as rapidly as it does change, 
I like to record it. Record it while it’s looking so good because in 
minutes it’s gone.’ 

Materials and Methods
Maurice likes to stretch his paper – he prefers Saunders 300 gsm 
rough – so that it stays taut and doesn’t buckle under the washes. He 
mostly paints with squirrel hair mops but uses a one inch flat brush for 
blending skies. Like a lot of well known South Island watercolourists, 
he prefers Maimeri paints. For the colours of Central Otago his basic 
palette consists of Ultramarine, Raw Sienna and Yellow Ochre, Sap 
Green (which he never uses straight) and Burnt Umber. For distant 
hills, he uses Ultramarine with a touch of Permanent Violet Blueish, 
a Maimeri colour made from the same pigment (PV23) as Winsor & 
Newton’s Winsor Violet. Maurice doesn’t like to get too bogged down 
in colours and mixes them without really thinking about it. However, 
he cautions that staining colours like Permanent Violet Blueish need to 
be used in a very restrained way.
He paints a scene in the time-honoured fashion, starting with the 
sky, then the middle distance and coming forward to the foreground. 
Maurice admits he finds foregrounds difficult. The key, he says, is 
to avoid including too much detail and, most importantly, knowing 
when to leave it alone: ‘Don’t fiddle with it. But you can’t resist it – you 
think that if you fiddle with it you’re going to make it better.’ As top 
Australian watercolourist Joseph Zbukvic says, ‘Every watercolour that 
is ruined is preceded by the words “I’ll just do this.”’ ‘Like everybody,’ 
says Maurice, ‘I struggle with it.’

Painting Central Otago
Maurice likes to paint the rocks and tussocks that are such a 
characteristic feature of the Central Otago landscape. But finding a 
technique of rendering them effectively was no easy matter. Tussocks, 
in particular, are not easy to paint. Maurice asked Austen Deans what 
the secret was, and was told to observe them closely. Maurice’s tip for 
painting tussocks is when you put on the colour at the base of the 
tussock, smudge it with your finger. ‘They’re the very devil of a thing 
to paint and to make them look like tussocks....you are only painting a 
simplified version of what you’re looking at.’ The extreme simplicity of 
Adrienne Pavelka’s work is a quality that Maurice admires enormously.
It’s surprising how many homes in Canterbury have paintings by 
Austen Deans on the wall; the same is true of Maurice Middleditch in 
Central Otago. ‘People have told me nobody paints the Central Otago 
landscape quite like I do,’ he says. Maurice’s paintings have won many 
awards, including first prizes in the Arrowtown Autumn Festival and 
the Peters Doig competition. At the age of 76, after spending almost 
twenty years painting the Central Otago landscape, Maurice still looks 
forward to entering his work into exhibitions and competitions.

This year’s Splash will be a joint exhibition, held in conjunction with 
Ceramicus, an exhibition by the Wellington Potters’ Association. The 
exhibition promises to be one of the highlights of the Wellington 
visual arts calendar. We hope that this collaboration with the potters 
will develop into a long term partnership as it has significant mutual 
benefits.
Guest artists for this year’s Splash will be Richard Bolton from 
Geraldine and Wellington artist Dianne Taylor. 
Richard moved from England to Geraldine with his New Zealand 
born wife in 2004. Early in his painting career his work attracted the 
attention of publishers. Richard is the author of a number of books 
on watercolour technique as well as articles in such well known 
periodicals as The Artist, Leisure Art and Artists and Illustrators. 
Dianne is a well known Wellington artist who won the Watercolour 
New Zealand Portrait Award in 2010 and the French Art Shop 
People’s Choice Award for her painting Le Café at last year’s Splash. 
We’re delighted that Dianne and Richard have agreed to be joint 
guest artists at this year’s exhibition.
Entry forms for Splash have to reach us by 30 September. I hope 
that you’re well underway with your paintings for the exhibition. As 

usual, entry forms will go out with the September newsletter.
Since the last newsletter, we’ve had our AGM. 2016 was another 
memorable year for Watercolour New Zealand, with a successful 
annual exhibition visited by over 3000 people and a number of well-
attended workshops. Many of you have told me how much you enjoy 
the newsletter. We are gaining an increasing number of members 
from outside of Wellington thanks, we believe, to the newsletter and 
our website.
Stepping down from the Committee this year were Sudha Shenoy 
and Lynette Buchanan. I would like to thank Sudha and Lynette for 
their hard work and their valuable contribution to Watercolour New 
Zealand. Replacing them are Caroline Hulse and Martin Jenkins. 
It is good to see Martin back on the Committee as Vice President. 
He possesses a wealth of institutional knowledge, having been 
associated with WNZ for many years, and puts considerable time 
and effort into fostering art in Wellington through his portrait and 
outdoor painting groups.

Maurice Middleditch is a well known Central Otago watercolourist 
whose paintings have won many awards. John Toft interviewed 
Maurice at his Aurum Gallery in Bannockburn, near Cromwell.



The number of watercolour paint brands available in New Zealand 
has increased and we can now use the internet to purchase from 
overseas. The wide choice can be confusing. WonderStreet is a 
London based blog focused on art. On 17 April 2017 the blog 
published the results of research on watercolour paints. The 
article compares the brands most frequently used by contributing 
watercolour artists all around the world, using their feedback and 
consumer reviews from a number of online retailers. The blog is not 
connected to any of the brands. The article has three categories – 
tubes, pans and gouache. Within the tubes category, there are two 
sub-categories: professional and student grade products.
The brands are presented in alphabetical order. The data gives 
pros and cons for each brand, covering attributes such as pigment 
vibrancy, consistency, texture, colour range, cost, range of tube sizes, 
labelling and packaging. Of course, a “pro” for one artist might be a 
“con” for another, or vice versa. 
Tube brands listed are Blick, Da Vinci, Daler-Rowney, Daniel Smith, 
Grumbacher, Holbein, M. Graham, Maimeri Blu, Mijello Mission 
Gold, Old Holland Classic, QoR Modern, Schmincke, Sennelier and 
Winsor & Newton. 
Pan brands are Finetec, Grumbacher, Pelikan, Raphaël, Rembrandt, 
Sakura Koi, Schmincke, Sennelier, Winsor & Newton and a Russian 
brand, Yarka.
The blog draws these conclusions: 
“With such a wide selection of products and brands reviewed, it’s a 
difficult task to narrow down to a handful of favourites, especially 
as painting materials are often a matter of personal preference. 
However, we’ve done our best to consider the pros and cons for each 
brand before giving our general recommendations.
For the professional artist who enjoys painting with watercolours 
from tubes, there seems to be no product more highly rated than 
Daniel Smith Watercolours. Other favourites for the watercolourists 
in our community include: Holbein Watercolours, Schmincke 
Horadam Aquarell Artist Watercolours and Winsor & Newton 
Professional Watercolour Tubes.
For the watercolour student, we recommend Blick Artists' 
Watercolours. This particular product falls under the “professional 
grade” category, which means that the quality is much higher than 
student grade paints, while the price remains accessibly low. The 

Which Brand of Watercolour Paint Should You Choose?

Winsor & Newton Cotman Watercolour Tubes are also an acceptable 
option because of their affordability and ease of use.
If pans are your preference, Sennelier French Artists' Watercolour 
Half Pans may be the product for you. They are customizable and 
our artists were pleased with the lustrous texture provided by the 
brand’s honey additive. We also think that the Raphaël Watercolour 
Travel Pan Set is the best option for the watercolourist on the go, 
because it offers a compact size without making sacrifices with 
regards to quality.”
You can read the full article and offer your own findings: 
http://wonderstreet.com/blog/which-brand-of-watercolour-
should-you-choose

Further reading:
The Watercolor Book by David Dewey
Has a comprehensive section on Materials and Tools, which includes 
a chapter on watercolour paints listing many of the manufacturers 
whose paints are widely available: Daniel Smith, Da Vinci, 
Grumbacher, Holbein, Rowney, Schminke, Sennelier, Winsor & 
Newton and Yarka. Dewey, a professional artist who has used them 
all, gives his assessment of each brand.

Handprint.com
This website on watercolour painting has a section on paints 
focusing on the most common artists’ quality watercolour brands, 
among them Art Spectrum, Daler Rowney, Daniel Smith, Holbein, 
Maimeri, M Graham, Schminke, Sennelier and Winsor & Newton. 
It includes quite a bit of technical analysis. The conclusion: ‘Winsor 
& Newton quality is now matched by Daniel Smith, M Graham and 
Maimeri, and at a lower price.’

The Singer and the Chippendale

The Singer and the Chippendale 
detail 1 (top) and 2

Brain-storming sketches
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Pigment, Water and Artist – a Creative Team

I don’t remember a 
time of not sketching or 
painting. I’m completely 
committed to watercolour. 

Watercolour creates effects that are simply not 
possible in any other medium. I love the luminosity 
I can achieve and the way I can leave the pigments to 
do their thing – I love watching paint dry! I paint in 
several styles and will attempt just about any subject. 
I love painting en plein air and itch to get outside. 
During winter months (oh so many winter months!) 
in New Zealand I paint mostly pastiche still life. My 
goal is to create works that are quirky and fun while 
painting colour and light.
In studio still life work, I typically paint the 
background wet-in-wet charging in patches of 
analogous colour and spattering more colour and 
water. I let the background washes run through mid 
and foreground, working around whites wherever 
they fall and allowing the colours to bleed into 
each other. My favourite loosening up tool is my 
little squirty bottle – brush in one hand, squirter in 
t’other!! At this stage, everything is low-key, with a 
sense of restraint (while I’m wearing every piece of 
jewelry in my possession and as much makeup as I 
can possibly slap on!) my aim is to create a work that 
is beautiful and in good taste. 
While the underpainting is still damp I launch in 
with increasingly deeper value marks strategically 
placed to create a foundation of chiaroscuro and 
the groundwork for rich, deep colour. I continue to 
charge in colour, sometimes straight from the tube, 
blasting with my squirter as soon as the shine leaves 
the paper encouraging the colours to bleed and run. 
While the paper is damp, edges are diffused. It is not 
until my final masterstrokes of creamy paint directly 
onto dry paper that some hard edges appear. This is 
the time for adding complementary impasto colour. 
Remember, there is only one watercolour rule “less 
is more”! One brush mark will do! 
I’m not particularly interested in reality. I love the 
challenge of creating shapes that are unique and 
interesting – NO straight lines and NO round circles! 
Everything is more interesting with a wrong angle 
or an accidental arc. It gets my viewers wondering 
– why did Amanda use that angle there? Everything 
has a notch or a buckle, or maybe a curve ending in 
an oblique line or a circle that is more ovoid with a 
partially straight edge. If I do inadvertently create a 
long straight line, I soften part of it at a strategic point 
– my brain says “there”. I can’t always articulate why 
but I follow my intuition. My favourite patterns are 
spots and stripes. They are never parallel nor straight 
nor round, nor are they clean and nice. The colours 
collide and bleed, sometimes creating gorgeous 
neutrals, sometimes amazing new combinations.
One of my favourite elements in my Singer series is 
painting buttons in jars. Starting with a wet-in-wet 

by Amanda Brett

Watercolour Technique

Auckland artist Amanda Brett has an innovative approach to painting. She takes simple objects, shuffles and twists 
them, playing with shape and line, then flows on pigment in water. She trusts watercolour to work with her in 
creating beautiful art. She shares her inspiring techniques.

underpainting, I build up a series of negatively painted 
shapes, finally adding calligraphic marks that create 
detail and completeness. 
Remind yourself continually – there are no mistakes 
in watercolour! Yes, you will get a shock from time to 
time. If you are worried by a passage or a shape, unless 
it is still very wet, try to keep yourself from “fixing” it. 
Accept you have an unexpected result to play with. The 
best way to improve your watercolour painting is to use 
as few brush strokes as possible and allow the paint to 
settle and dry by itself.
My painting philosophy:
1. Have fun brainstorming your concept, listing 

possible elements that support your idea.
2. Sketch lots of value thumbnail designs.
3. Often my concept will start with a gorgeous piece of 

fabric, a beautiful button or a vision (at 2am).
4. I’m addicted to pattern. This is the only element that 

might not follow “less is more” – sometimes “more 
is more” is lots of fun!

5. NO straight lines – EVER!! 
6. There are NO mistakes in watercolour!
7. The world needs more beautiful of everything. 

There’s enough ugly, sadness and madness. It’s our 
job as artists to provide something new for the world 
to think about.

Watercolour Materials



Early Morning Mount Cook by Fiona CarruthersColour Wheel of Flowers by Susan Worthington

Nineteen-year-old Lael Chisholm of Feilding won the 2017 Storylines Gavin Bishop Award for a previously 
unpublished picture book illustrator. As a child she was encouraged to draw and made picture books for her three 
younger sisters, writing and illustrating her own stories about their soft 
toys midnight-feasting in the yard with feijoa characters. At Feilding High 
School the art students used acrylic in early years, but when Lael was 
studying for NCEA a teacher drew her attention to watercolour. “From 
then on, that’s all I use”, says Lael. “It’s easier than other media (how often 

do you hear that?) because you can work it after it has dried – you can blend it, or rewet it. It 
has lovely transparency.” Lael experimented with watercolour, figuring out her own ways of using 
it to suit her illustrations. 
Lael created a storyboard and two illustrations for the award and is now completing the job. The 
book, by Heather Haylock, is called Granny McFlitter, the Champion Knitter and will be published 
next year. Lael has plans for a future in illustration and also in writing her own stories.
The Storylines Children’s Literature Charitable Trust of New Zealand supports and promotes the 
development of children’s and young adults' literature in New Zealand.

University of Waikato Academy of Performing Arts 
by Ann Harlow 

Whitby Waterfront, Yorkshire by Don McAra

Chilling Out Art Deco Style by Shayne Gray

Landscape in 3 Colours with Quinacridone Gold 
by Claudia Slaney

Autumn Istanbul Sunset by Ginette Wang

Dappled Shadows by Vivian Manthel French
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Online Competition

The judges appreciated the washes, the colours 
and the New Zealand theme.
Joy: “I combined watercolour techniques with my 
graphic design background to create a symbolic 
rendition of the legend of the two Taniwha, Ngake 
and Whaitaitai. Wellington Harbour was first 
a lake but the Taniwha heard the call of the sea, 
so Ngake crashed through the rocks of Seatoun 
and out to the strait. Whaitaitai was stranded in 
the shallows to become the Haitaitai Hills and 
his soul was lifted high in the form of a bird, Te 
keo – “The weeping of Te keo” – Mt Victoria. In 
my rendition, I incorporate my creation nymphs, 
symbols of our spiritual procreation.

The Gordon Harris Online Watercolour Competition 2017

1st place   Skirting by Jacky Pearson
(featured on the front cover)

The judges’ comment:“This painting is absolute 
perfection in so many ways.”
Svetlana:“I am doing my best to make a case 
for the eternal beauty here by expressing my 
understanding of that beauty through paint. 
Subtle creamy, with a hint of blush, the cascading 
blooms and delightful flaring outer petals make 
Apple Blossoms a seductive delicious visual 
feast. I chose not so simple, but straight forward 
placement and lighting and did my best to 
carefully observe this beauty as I translated my 
vision into paint. Decide for yourself about 
outcome, but I thoroughly enjoyed the process. 
Here is crab apple blossom in all its beauty!

2nd place:  Apple Blossoms 
by Svetlana Orinko

3rd place:  Creation Wellington 
by Joy de Geus

Watercolour is the Choice for Book Illustration

Online Competition



GORDON HARRIS  &  SCHMINCKE PRESENT

35 NEW COLOURS
To celebrate 

125 years of the 
popular 

Horadam 
Watercolours 

Schmincke have 
released 35 
sensational 

new colours. 
Available now!

 182 VIVAN STREET WELLINGTON
w w w . g o r d o n h a r r i s . c o . n z
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Regional Focus

A Wairarapa life –  heARTs ease

If you wind north over the Rimutakas or 
head south to visit us in the Wairarapa 
there is an artistic feast here for you – from 
heavyweight art to the quirky or cheerful. 
You may have to drive a little distance 
between venues but, what gorgeous scenery 
there is along the way!

The wonderful Wairarapa is blessed, not 
only with inspirational scenery but also a 
vibrant, varied art scene. We have successful 
practitioners of ceramics, sculpture, metal 
work, jewellery, engraving, drawing and 
painting and more spread through all 
four towns as well as several galleries and 
workspaces and a district-wide show of 
sculptures.

Many of these artists are members of Wai 
Art, based in Carterton. They meet once a 
month to sketch a model, listen to artists 
talk about their work, hear a lively book 
review on art or artists, find out about 
exhibitions and events and show their own 
work. Wai Art also has annual retreats 
for a few days of uninterrupted painting, 
interspersed with fun. The last two years 
have been to Akitio with a stunning beach 
for inspiration or relaxation. Each year Wai 
Art has a collaboration to make pieces of 
public art – outdoor paintings and this year, 
a sculpture, which are all displayed round 
Carterton. A brochure is available at the 
events centre as a guide to the art trail. The 
involvement of a variety of artists (and some 
non-artists) leads to a productive cross 
pollination of ideas. In addition, Wai Art 
runs the Big Wai Art Sale in the Carterton 
Events Centre over Daffodil weekend in 
September. The sale attracts art from a wide 
area of New Zealand, is all volunteer run, 
meticulously organised, hugely popular and 
a lot of work is sold. Several artists work 
on site during the sale – painting, making 
jewellery, sculpting which adds to the fun.

In Masterton there is the Masterton Art 
Club which is fortunate to have its own 
well equipped rooms – a big work space, 

library and gallery. These are open every 
Wednesday for members to drop in and 
paint and at other times by arrangement 
and there are weekly and monthly classes in 
oils, acrylics, watercolour and life drawing. 
Recently there has been an "inking" 
workshop. MAC also have a monthly 
evening meeting for discussion or an art 
film and for people to show their work.

Carterton has "Heart of Arts", set up by Toi 
Wairarapa, and is a space for workshops, 
talks by artists and a gallery to showcase a 
smorgasbord of work – ceramics, jewellery, 
cloth art, paintings and more. Running on 
the smell of an oily rag and manned largely 
by artist volunteers, it is open 7 days a week 
– an interesting place and worth a look.

In Martinborough, Ventana Creative 
Collective has a gallery with regular 
exhibitions, demonstrations and classes by 
local and overseas artists – most recently 
Shane Tuffery on print making – and an 
interesting shop. There are weekly and 
monthly workshops for life drawing, 
painting, music nights – another busy place.

There are, of course, many kitchen tables, 
caravans and verandahs where groups of 
us get together to paint in oils, watercolour 
and acrylics or create object art. Some have 
tutors, others are informal. Once a month 
there is a Sketching Safari when a group 
drive out to a vineyard or valley, cafe or 
coast to sketch or paint outside, meeting 
up for lunch somewhere nearby. The next 
generation of artists is catered for with 
children's classes at Ventana, Aratoi and the 
Village art shop in Greytown.

Aside from those already mentioned, 
exhibitions are regularly held in the 
Carterton Events Centre foyer; Featherston 
has an annual Art Sale, for work produced 
locally, in their community centre; in 
Masterton Aratoi Museum and Gallery 
runs a biennial exhibition in conjunction 
with the Masterton Art Club and annually 
with King Street artworks as well as having 
its own excellent exhibitions of New 
Zealand and local collections, most recently 
an exhibition of Ngati Kahungunu Taonga.

Masterton Art Club has a happy arrangement 
with Selena Sutherland hospital to display 
work for sale while cheering up the patients 
and Wai Art Scape also places work for sale, 
at a small fee to the artist, in offices, shops, 
rest homes and cafes.

All this production of art requires a 
source of materials and we are fortunate 
to have Sylkenwood in Clareville which 
stocks paints, paper, canvases and drawing 
materials and frames work. The Village Art 
shop in Greytown also stocks art supplies 
and undertakes framing. It is a real blessing 
not to have to make the big trek over the 
hill to Wellington for supplies or even a less 
arduous journey to Palmerston North.

For a rural district, we have an exciting 
number of people interested in, producing 
and showing a wide variety of art, in 
between their normal jobs of milking cows, 
growing olives and grapes, running offices, 
mustering sheep. Come and visit.Masterton Art Club

A Sketching Safari Heart of Arts

Artist Websites

One of the greatest advantages of the Internet and one artists 
consistently overlook is that complete strangers can find your 
website and discover your art entirely by chance. Just think about all 
the millions of Internet-users out there who might potentially love 
your art if only they knew you existed and could somehow find a 
needle in online haystack. 
By making a few SEO (Search Engine Optimization) tweaks to 
your portfolio website, and avoiding some common mistakes listed 
below, you can make it easier to find online and reach more people 
with your art.

Improve Images' Information
Art is a visual medium, but unfortunately, Google and other search 
engines can't really search images alone, they can only search text. 
When image pages have little or no searchable text, one of the main 
purposes of your website – to increase your art's online visibility – 
is defeated right from the start. For this reason, always save your 
artwork images with appropriate titles. Put your artist's name and 
the artwork title in the file name: this assures that these images come 
up as results when people do an image search of your name, subject 
or media. Like so: “your_name_painting_title.jpg” as opposed to 
“img dsk12345#.jpg”. 
Make sure every painting on your website not only has a title line, 
but also basic information about what it is: 
- Title. If the name is "Untitled #53" or "Metamorphosis" or 

"Solitude" or "Grrrr", keep in mind that people aren’t (typically) 
searching for “Untitled” or "Grrr" when looking for art. Give a 
sub-title with a descriptive element, i.e. "Mountain with sunlit 
peaks", "Seascape, boats in Wellington harbour”, or "Pohutukawa 
tree flowering in Coromandel"

- Size 
- Medium 
- Date
- A brief, up to two paragraph, description. If you want to 

provide more detailed information or a story behind your art – 
-  link to a blog page where people can read more about it.

 -  link to a gallery if it's on display
 -  link to online store to buy original or a limited edition print. 
- If you have artwork for sale, make your prices visible! Many 

people are reluctant to ask prices when they're not posted for 
a number of reasons. When you're out shopping, do you like 
having to ask how much something costs or do you prefer to see 
the price in advance? 

- If the painting is sold – is it available for commissions?

Use social networking to drive traffic to your website 
Link to your website from Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram 
and other social networks whenever possible. As much as it is 
tempting, do not use Facebook as a substitute for a website.

Maintain your site and update regularly
Keep your website content fresh: when your artist website’s most 
recent post is three years old, it will raise certain questions in your 
visitors’ mind: “Did this artist give up? Is he/she still alive?”
Don't get stuck doing nothing because you think your updates are 
way overdue or you are afraid you won't do enough: even smallest 
movement of a website content triggers the robots of the search 

engines to come fetch you again. Start small and simple. Pick a date 
to sit for 45 minutes and update your site once a month – can you 
spare 45 minutes a month?
• Any new paintings during this month? – add them to your online 

gallery or e-shop
• Tell about this month events, show your art hanging or on display 

at shows, festivals, fairs and fundraisers.
• When possible, show sold art with its new owners, or on display 

at its new locations.
• Nothing new to tell, no new paintings? – check if all the images 

have descriptions and its up-to-date (see above)
When you are done, submit to Google for re-indexing – this is the 
easiest thing to do to help your changes appear in search results 
much faster. Just copy and paste the URL (http address) of your new 
or updated page here: https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
submit-url

Inga is the web administrator for the Watercolour New Zealand 
website. She takes care of the artist directory. Please forward her your 
profiles and enquiries. Inga is also willing to answer any question 
about growing and running a website. Please email your question to 
websites@anuko.com

Dos and Don’ts for a Better 
Artist’s Website

by Anthea Crozier

by Inga Clemens



Bee Friendly in the Garden by Jacky Pearson
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Obituaries Workshops
To book a workshop or request further information:

Email: bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

Weekend Workshop   Class: 2017/2
BEGINNERS STEP BY STEP    Tutor: Jacky Pearson
Jacky Pearson tutors at venues across New Zealand and has an excellent 
reputation as a teacher.
This workshop provides step by step demonstrations with plenty of 
individual attention. Handouts and reference material (different 
from 2016 Beginners workshop) are provided as well as 3-D teaching 
models. A range of topics will be covered, including colour mixing, 
composition, tonal effects, brush handling, drawing, and perspective.  

Day One: We stretch paper and discuss types of paper, brushes and 
paint. Jacky will take you through the fundamentals of watercolour 
and then move on to components of a landscape.

Day Two: We will paint skies, trees, buildings, people and finish with 
a critique session.  

Materials: All materials are provided. Come and have fun getting 
started or improving.

Dates: 24–25 June 2017 9:30am–4pm 
Venue: Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Class level: Absolute beginners and early leaners
Student fee: $160   All materials will be provided and are included in the fee.

One-day Workshop   Class: 2017/3
WATERCOLOUR TECHNIQUES    Tutor: Adrienne Pavelka
Dates: Sunday 15 October 2017 9:30am–4:30 pm 
Venue: Karori Arts Centre, 7 Beauchamp Street, Karori, Wellington
Class level: All
Student fee: $90 This workshop is full

Malcolm Beattie’s Workshop 

PAINT VIBRANT WATERCOLOURS Review by Sue Simpson
Writing this, I am flying back to Ashburton after 
an exhilarating four day workshop tutored by 
Melbourne artist Malcolm Beattie. On arriving 
at the Karori Arts Centre I knew I was in for an 
exciting time – cheerful greetings by Sue Wild, a 
light expansive room with great facilities and 15 
like-minded people. Malcolm set up his corner – 
with not a lot of gear I thought. He likes to ‘keep 
it simple’ although we could see the preparation 
he had done. With an assortment of colour 
photos, tonal images and simplified sketches 

already prepared, he had time to explain and 
demonstrate the processes and stages of painting. 
With his wit and detailed techniques, shared 
generously, we were all champing at the bit! The 
fun of it all took the pressure off us and we each 
completed six paintings and lots of sketches over 
the four days. It was a first-rate experience. I am 
mentally exhausted, flying high in all senses, and 
I now have confidence in being able to control 
my processes better.
Thank you Malcolm.

Obituaries for Watercolour 
New Zealand Members

MIKE WAREHAM
It is with great sadness that I write about Mike. To Helen, his wife and children and 
grandchildren we all wish you well and our heartfelt condolences. To me he was a good 
friend, fantastic cook and fellow painter. He had a passion for many aspects of his life; his 
family catering business (retired), toastmasters and not least his passion for watercolours. 
He particularly loved painting buildings and people. Japan often featured in his themes and 
his lovely friends in Japan will miss him. He attended my watercolour classes at the Hutt Art 
Society and came with me on a three week painting tour of the Dodecanese Greek Islands 
in 2015. Miss you Mike.
Jacky Pearson Amalfi, Italy

by Mike Wareham

MAY IREMONGER 
One of Watercolour New Zealand’s early members, May Iremonger won the Splash 2015 exhibition 
Supreme Award, at the age of 95. In 2011 she was honoured by the Kapiti Arts and Crafts Society as Guest 
Artist at their May exhibition. Her work was highly regarded by art patron Edgard Telles Ribeiro, former 
Brazilian Ambassador to New Zealand. He wrote that May belongs in the same family as renowned 
abstract artists Oskar Kokoscha, Vassily Kandinski and Marc Chagall. A cultural ambassador and one of 
Brazil’s most eminent authors, he expressed astonishment that May was not more highly regarded here. 
English by birth, May met a New Zealander during the war years and moved here after the war. She tried 
her hand at pottery but preferred to paint. She always painted abstracts. “I can’t see the world in any 
other way,” she said. “I have no idea what’s going to happen when I begin a painting. It gradually evolves. 
Painting takes me into another world.’ May also wrote poetry, loved her garden and enjoyed studying the 
lives of artists. She remembered with pleasure weekends in the Wairarapa painting with members of the 
watercolour society.

Abstract by May Iremonger
ROBIN KAY, CNZM, FRSA
Robin Kay, born 1919, was made a Companion of the New Zealand Order of Merit for 
services to art and military history in 2008. Robin was a member of Watercolour New 
Zealand since it was founded in 1975. He exhibited consistently with the Society up until 
Splash 2016 in October 2016. He won the Watercolour New Zealand Highly Commended 
Art Award in 2008 and was the Supreme Award Joint Winner in 2013. He was painting 
right up until his last illness in mid March 2017.
He has been a newspaper journalist, a soldier, an archivist and a historian. He is the author 
of several of the Official New Zealand Second World War Histories. 
Robin began exhibiting in 1933 when he was aged 14. While largely known for his 
watercolours, his work in other media includes ink and pencil drawings, oil pastels, 
lithographs, relief prints and oils. He held several solo shows and participated in many 
group shows over the last 84 years. Paintings and drawings by him are held in the Alexander 
Turnbull Library, the War Art Collection of Archives New Zealand, Te Papa and private 
collections in New Zealand and overseas.

Muri Road, Pukerua Bay by Robin Kay

New Members welcome!   We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new members 
from home and abroad. Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities, exhibitions and 
discounts at art stores.    Annual subscription:    Member – $40    Couple – $50    Student (enrolled) – $15

Name  .......................................................................  Address  ..............................................................................

Phone  .......................................................................   ..............................................................................................

Mobile  .......................................................................   ..............................................................................................

Email  .......................................................................   ..................................................... Post code ......................

Please circle: I am a practising artist / a keen learner / an art appreciator / partner of member  ...........................

 President: John Toft 04 934 2699 johntoft@paradise.net.nz
 Vice President: Sue Wild 04 526 7304 sue.wildnz@gmail.com
 Vice President: Martin Jenkins 04 479 7608 apdc@paradise.net.nz
 Treasurer: Jill Hartstonge 04 567 6938 jillhartstonge@clear.net.nz

Please pay subscription to:
Bank account:  01-0607-0026637-00 ANZ Lower Hutt
Reference: your name / WNZ sub
Or post form and subscription to:
Membership, Watercolour New Zealand,
PO Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand 

New members who would like a listing in the Artists Directory on our website, please email amethystsky@clear.net

Norfolk Island watercolour painting trip with Jacky Pearson 5–12 November 2017 info@jackypearson.com
No experience necessary. Package deal from www.norfolkislandtravelcentre.com

Welcome to our new members
Barbara Janine (Ashburton) and Janice O’Brien (New Plymouth)



Events

Monthly Painting Group – ‘MPG’
The outdoor painting sessions have a co-ordinator for each group. If you would 
like to be on the email list for reminder and update, please email the co-ordinator:
 • Wellington – Judy Langham – judyl@paradise.net.nz
 • Kapiti – Audrey Moore – jandamoore@paradise.net.nz

WELLINGTON GROUP   
10:00am – 12:15pm    Coordinator: Judy Langham (04) 9343046 or 027-3091888
Date Day Coordinator Painting location Café/picnic lunch
25 June Dianne Taylor Karaka Bay (between Worser & Scorching Bays) Scorch-o-rama, 497 Karaka Bay Road
30 July John Toft Houghton Bay – meet by changing sheds Beach House & Kiosk (formerly The 

Bach), 410 The Esplanade, Island Bay

27 August Alfred Memelink Shandon golf course, looking up the Hutt River, 
entrance at end of Jackson St.

Petone Beach Café (old jetty) 160 The 
Esplanade

24 September Daniel Reeve Gear Homestead, Okowai Road, Porirua Gear Homestead Café

KAPITI GROUP    10:00am–12:15pm    Coordinator: Audrey Moore (04) 904 6382
Date Day Coordinator Painting location Café/picnic lunch
2 July Audrey Moore Raumati Beach, garden & play area, beach views   Local café
6 August Audrey Moore Waikanae River & bridges. Park at the SW end of 

the road bridge.   
Maison 8, 8 Main Rd, Waikanae

3 September Audrey Moore Harrison’s Garden Centre, Peka Peka.  Harrison’s Garden Centre

OTHER DATES for your Diary
24–25 June Weekend workshop: Step by step 

watercolour for beginners. Tutor – 
Jacky Pearson

30 Sept Splash 2017 entry forms due
14–29 Oct Splash 2017 exhibition

(opening 13 October) 
15 October
(Sunday)

One day workshop: Watercolour 
Techniques. Tutor – Adrienne Pavelka

10–13 Nov Safari to Tokaanu

Full details of location (directions), painting subject and café are listed on the
Watercolour New Zealand website www.watercolournewzealand.nz

SPRING SAFARI TO TOKAANU
10–13 November 2017

You are invited to join a Watercolour New Zealand painting safari to Tokaanu, 
a small village in at the south end of Lake Taupo. We’ll paint, enjoy the 
scenery and each other’s company, returning on Monday afternoon (Sunday 
if you must!). Safaris are for everyone. New painters will be supported by 
experienced painters. Non-painters are welcome. Come and make new 
friends. 
Tokaanu is situated in a pleasant quiet spot. There is plenty to paint: steaming 
mineral pools and sputtering mud pools dotted along a native bush walk, a 
jetty, moored boats, historic church and more – all waiting to be captured in 
watercolour.

Our next safari

For further information email
bookings@watercolournewzealand.co.nz

(Subject line: ‘safari’)


